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ABSTRACT

1

In my 44 years building software, technology trends have dramatically changed what’s difficult and what’s hard. In 1978, CPU, storage,
and memory were precious and expensive but coordinating across
work was effectively free. Now, we see an abundance of CPU, storage, memory, and bandwidth but we lose a LOT of opportunities
for work when we coordinate across parallel activities.
This presentation examines the nature of coordination and concludes that it is really aligning disparate arcs of the computations
within the work’s directed acyclic graph. Parallel systems employ
a partial order or DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) of their work. By
aligning these arcs of computation, coordination is "the partial collapse of partial order". There are many tricks we use to reduce how
often we coordinate and we attempt to taxonomize some of these
and explain how they are frequently used to enhance the performance of our systems. We consider the separation of work in space,
time, layering, equivalence, and also confluence. Looking at these
properties helps us understand the nature of our systems and the
implicit or explicit parallelism we use within them. By accepting
that coordination is challenging, we can design systems to reduce
the pain of these operations.
Personally, I am a clumsy and uncoordinated person. I’ve adapted
to this in my personal life by reducing the need to coordinate.
Similarly, our computer systems designs work best when designed
to be uncoordinated.
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